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Being a globally active high-tech company,
involved in the development and manufacturing
of vacuum deposition equipment, LEYBOLD
OPTICS’ expertise covers a variety of fields
and applications. These range from coatings
for architectural glass, display and other large
area surfaces, over precision optics, eyeglass
coatings and optical filters to industrial
coatings like automotive, packaging and
(flexible) electronics. With focus on coatings
for architectural glass and other large area
surfaces the article demonstrates solutions to
save energy and protect natural resources.

The roots of LEYBOLD OPTICS go
back to the foundation of two companies by legendary pioneers Ernst Leybold
and Wilhelm Carl Heraeus in the middle of
the 19th century – 164 years ago.
What follows is the story of the rise of
two ﬁrms to become the dominating companies in vacuum technology worldwide
throughout the 20th century, a story of
groundbreaking inventions and entrepreneurial spirit. In 1967, Leybold and Heraeus merged into one company – in a way the
incubator of LEYBOLD OPTICS.
Since the beginning of 2012 LEYBOLD
OPTICS belongs to the Bühler Group, located in Switzerland.
Bühler is a specialist and technology partner
for plant, equipment, and services for processing basic foods and for manufacturing
advanced materials.
With its expertise and over 150 years of
experience, Bühler time and again rolls out
unique and innovative solutions for its customers, helping them achieve success in
the marketplace.
Over the decades, Bühler has come to be
acknowledged as a reliable partner, thanks
to its distinct commitment to quality and its
global presence. Bühler Group operates in
over 140 countries and has a global payroll
of over 10,000 employees.

PRESENT DAYS
As a globally active hightech company, LEYBOLD
OPTICS is headquartered
in Alzenau (German) with
additional production facilities in Cary (USA) and
Beijing (China). A network
of sales and service centers all around the globe
ensures close contact to
the customer base and effective support for more
than 2,500 systems in the
ﬁeld. The global presence
of the family-owned Bühler
Group in more than 140
countries further strengthens Leybold Optics’ position worldwide as a reliable supplier for thin ﬁlm
coating equipment. The
bundling of the competencies of Bühler and Leybold
Optics creates a large pool
of expertise and experience
that can be utilized for developing innovative customer solutions.
A
top
priority
for
LEYBOLD OPTICS is
innovation leadership in
key areas such as coating
technologies, machine automation and software, as
well as world-class customer service.

ARCHITECTURAL
GLASS COATING
Saving energy and protecting natural resources are
high on today’s agenda.

Heat insulating layers on
architectural glass make a
big contribution to these
goals, recognized by the
consumers as well as by environment agencies and regulation authorities. That’s
why this classic ﬁeld is experiencing rapid growth in
many regions of the world
and still is of highest interest to LEYBOLD OPTICS, being the reference
brand name in glass coater
manufacturing ever since the 1970’s. LEYBOLD
OPTICS’ staff combines
hundreds of man-years of
experience in development,
design, installation and
servicing of glass coating
plants, making architectural
glass coating a major part
of LEYBOLD OPTICS’
Large Area Coating segment. Excellence in large
area sputtering and unsurpassed mastery of optical
layer systems complete the
company’s unique knowhow base, while a worldwide network of service and
support ensures maximum
customer satisfaction.

APOLLON
The APOLLON glass coating platform leaves nothing
to be desired. Its modular
design concept covers all
current glass formats and
coating processes, from
antireﬂective coatings over
low-e to solar control and

other advanced functional
coatings. State-of-the-art
technology ‘Made in Germany’, without compromises in quality and performance make this machine
the ideal solution for producing functional coatings
for modern architectural
glazing with highest precision, stability and throughput.
Functional coatings on architectural glass are the
traditional and most effective way to minimize a buildings’ energy consumption
and on top providing an
increased comfort and
well-being in residential
and non-residential buildings, respectively. These
coatings have a long history
and reached a level of sophistication that allows for
large windows, bringing the
interior closer to nature without the drawbacks of heat
losses in winter or excessive
heat impact in hot climates.
To fulﬁll customers’ needs,
LEYBOLD OPTICS is
always thinking one step
ahead. By inventing its new
layer stack design in 2013,
LEYBOLD OPTICS is able
to provide a coating family
suitable for all architectural glass applications such
as single, double and triple
low-e, as well as solar control. All layer stacks are heat-treatable and only need
two process gases instead
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of three which has a direct
inﬂuence on the coater cost
and the cost of ownership.
APOLLON is the ﬁrst
choice to produce these
coatings efﬁciently and
precisely without compromises for productivity and
ﬂexibility, designed to lead
the path of large area coating development into the
future.

FLEXIBLE
SOLUTIONS
DEDICATED TO
HIGH PERFORMANCE
INLINE GLASS
COATING
A unique and modular
transportation
system
handles glasses from 2 to
19mm in thickness, covering substrate sizes from
as low as 0.3 * 0.8m², over
standard US and Jumbo size
up to impressive 3.3 * 12m².
It manages mixed badge
sizes at a minimum gap of
30mm between two consecutive substrates in the
coating area which saves
target material and yields
highest coating utilization.
These are just a few facts
standing for APOLLONS’

contribution to highest ﬂexibility and throughput in
a high performance industrial scale production environment.
A clever design and the
proven choice of high quality equipment take care
of reliability at lowest investment costs and optimal
cost of ownership for coated glass products.
APOLLON sets the benchmark for shortest downtime
and optimized workﬂow
management especially for
maintenance.
APOLLONS’ process area
design allows the production of all kind of coatings.
The modular compartment
design is focused on individual set-ups with standardized components.
The ﬂexibility of the system

is the key to manage the
challenging product mixes
requested in the architectural glass coating industry.
Reconﬁgurations of the
system can be conducted
easy and quickly, which offers maximized productivity and product portfolio at
the same time.
The 850mm compartment
geometry and the design
of the system ensure the
high throughput of glass
without losing any performance or process stability.
The vacuum concept of
the system allows a perfect positioning of the
process pumps, to bring
the suction exactly to the
position where it is needed
without wasting any pumping capacity. Even more,
the power of the process

pumps, which is needed
for the initial pump-down
of the machine, can be lowered during the process,
which goes along with
LEYBOLD OPTICS’ ecofriendly concept and reduces the carbon footprint of
the APOLLON.
All layers and processes
can be realized within the
ﬂexible APOLLON compartment concept, the
sputter equipment is adaptable to the positions of the
customer’s choice and all
components are standardized to keep the amount
of spare parts low and the
maintenance time short.
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